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Haydn and Hypermeter: A Scaffolded Approach for Undergraduate Music Theory
by Jennifer Salamone
Oberlin College Conservatory
Abstract
In recent years, hypermeter has emerged as a principal topic of interest for music theorists. Yet
despite academic inquiry, the topic of hypermeter remains underutilized in music theory pedagogy.
Intertwined with elements like harmony, melody, phrase structure, and motive, hypermeter is an
ideal topic for undergraduates learning how to decipher the inner-workings of music. Not only does
an exploration of hypermeter encourage close readings on various hierarchical levels but it also invites
students to become actively engaged in the music: they listen, they sing, they conduct, and they
ultimately decide upon interpretations that feel right.
Haydn’s music has long drawn the attention of scholars interested in hypermeter, and with good
reason. The composer’s manipulations of hypermetric schema often leave listeners feeling curiously
off-kilter as Haydn toys with norms and expectations. This paper uses four selections from Haydn’s
body of work to offer a scaffolded approach to teaching hypermeter to undergraduates. Moving from
the normative to the perplexing, each example demonstrates a different hypermetric device suitable
for the undergraduate student. The paper guides readers through classroom practices that focus on
engagement, multi-layered analysis, and most crucially discourse.
I. Haydn, Hypermeter, and Undergraduate Music Theory
Hypermeter is an underutilized topic in the music theory classroom. The concept was first introduced
by Edward T. Cone and developed subsequently by Carl Schachter, Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff,
and William Rothstein, and has become a fruitful way of addressing the organization of musical
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works.1 In more recent years, various scholars’ explorations have offered further insight into
hypermeter’s role in Classical music and, more specifically, its role in music perception.2
Especially in more recent discourse, hypermeter has emerged as a phenomenon that is not only seen
and heard, but also deeply felt. Work by Arnie Cox, Naomi Cumming, and Justin London draws
attention to the innately physiological aspects of music (Cox, Cumming) and, more specifically, meter
and rhythm (London).3 It is this inextricable connection to the listener’s physical body—one that in
many cases is utterly subconscious but nonetheless crucial—that makes hypermeter an ideal topic to
include in undergraduate music theory.4 Students cannot sit back and passively absorb a lesson on
hypermeter; they have to listen, conduct, interpret—they have to fully engage with the music. An
appreciation of hypermeter invites active participation, introspection, focused analysis, and above all
discourse.
This article takes a scaffolded approach to teaching hypermeter to a class of undergraduate music
students, using examples from Haydn’s body of work that demonstrate increasingly complex
hypermetric designs. The melodies are clear and motive-driven, making it easy for students to
identify, analyze, and sing them, as well as to notice when they have changed or given way to new
thematic material. In addition, the harmonic language is usually straightforward enough for first-year
1

See Edward T. Cone, (Musical Form and Musical Performance, 1968), Carl Schachter (“Rhythm and Linear Analysis: A
Preliminary Study,” 1976; “Rhythm and Linear Analysis: Durational Reduction,” 1980; and “Rhythm and Linear
Analysis: Aspects of Meter,” 1987), Fred Lerdahl and Ray Jackendoff (A Generative Theory of Tonal Music, 1983), and
William Rothstein (Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music, 1989).

2

See Richard Cohn (“The Dramatization of Hypermetric Conflicts in the Scherzo of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony,” 1992;
“Metric and Hypermetric Dissonance in the Menuetto of Mozart’s Symphony in G minor, K. 550,” 1992; and “Complex
Hemiolas, Ski-Hill Graphs, and Metric Spaces,” 2001), Christopher Hasty (Meter and Rhythm, 1997), Eric McKee
(“Extended Anacruses in Mozart’s Instrumental Music,” 2004), Ryan McClelland (“Extended Upbeats in the Classical
Minuet: Interactions with Hypermeter and Phrase Structure,” 2006), David Temperley (“Hypermetrical Transitions,”
2008), Danuta Mirka (Metric Manipulations in Haydn and Mozart: Chamber Music for Strings, 1787–1791, 2009),
Roger Mathew Grant (“Haydn, Meter, and Listening in Transition,” 2010), and Samuel Ng (“Phrase Rhythm as Form in
Classical Instrumental Music,” 2012).

3

See Arnie Cox (“Embodying Music: Principles of the Mimetic Hypothesis,” 2011; and Music and Embodied Cognition:
Listening, Moving, Feeling, and Thinking, 2016), Naomi Cumming (The Sonic Self: Musical Subjectivity and
Signification, 2000), and Justin London (Hearing in Time: Psychological Aspects of Musical Meter, 2012).

4 John

Buccheri introduces and explores hypermeter in great detail in a chapter titled “Form as Rhythmic Process” (see
Buccheri, Introduction to Rhythm, Meter, and Form). He discusses the phenomenon further in his subsequent
Rhythmic Analysis. Both texts offer excellent hypermeter pedagogy for undergraduates.
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undergraduates. Lastly, each example offers opportunities for classroom dialogue that go far beyond
the identification and labeling of hypermetric structures. Understanding the “what” and the “how” is
only part of the challenge; hypothesizing the “why” truly gets to the heart of the analysis. 5
Unlike rhythm and meter, hypermeter is not readily apparent by looking at the music on the page. 6
For hypermeter is intertwined with various other musical elements: melody, harmony, motive, phrase
structure, and even dynamics can shape our perception of hypermetric grouping. Yet despite how
densely it is woven into the fabric of a piece, hypermeter is also intuitive for the undergraduate music
student.7 Although a class may not be familiar with the nomenclature, they will almost certainly be
able to articulate some basics of hypermeter simply by considering phrase structure, cadences, and
surface-level elements, and by conducting.
The four selections I have chosen from Haydn’s oeuvre progress in difficulty from straightforward to
perplexing. From building a fundamental understanding of norms and expectations to grappling with
complex hypermetric puzzles, these pieces offer a trajectory of examples suitable for undergraduate
music theory study.
II. Building the Foundation
The first step in teaching hypermeter to undergraduates is giving the students space to discover
norms and establish expectations. Perhaps the most important norm I aim to impart upon students is
5

Haydn’s penchant for jest may also influence perception of hypermetric devices. Likely suitable for more advanced study,
examples like the “surprise” of Symphony no. 94, or the bedlam a minuet like that of Op. 76 no. 3 might cause to room
full of ballroom dancers present outstanding objects of discussion. See Gretchen Wheelock, Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting
with Art (1992) for foundational literature on Haydn and humor.

6

Of course, the ease with which an undergraduate perceives rhythm and meter by simply looking at the score will vary,
and students will arguably be more successful with common practice repertoire. For more on notated versus perceived
meter as it pertains to more contemporary music, see Joel Lester, “Notated and Heard Meter,” Perspectives of New
Music 24, no. 2 (1986).

7

This statement is, of course, laden with assumptions. My use of “undergraduate music student” refers to a student who
has studied Western music, most likely in the classical style but jazz and popular idioms as well, and who is familiar with
basics of meter, rhythm, harmony, and phrase structure.
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that of quadruple grouping: that hypermeasures overwhelmingly contain four bars of music. 8
Students may easily intuit this from their knowledge of phrase structure and the prevalence of the
four- and eight-bar phrases and sub-phrases. Introducing this concept can be done simply enough
with a basic explanation, but it is most effective to allow students to discover it themselves.

Example 1. Haydn Symphony no. 94 in G major (Hob. I:94)/ii, bars 1–16.
Hypermetric designations are noted in blue. Piano reduction by August
Horn.

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

4

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

The second movement of Haydn’s “Surprise” Symphony no. 94 in G major (Hob. I:94) emerges as an
especially appropriate tool, demonstrating not only quadruple hypermeter but also a hypermetric
structure that is reinforced by both melody and harmony. Example 1 shows the beginning of the
second movement, with hypermetric designations annotated between the staves in blue. The light
texture and uncomplicated tune make both melody and bass line easily discernible. Inviting students
to sing each of these while conducting the duple meter proves valuable: both the motives and the
harmonic rhythm reinforce a consistent two-bar periodicity, with the first bar of each pair registering
8

Anton Reicha (1814) states that “nature has particularly favored the four-measure rhythm, which is generally used more
than the others,” with the term rhythm indicating a phrase unit. In contemporary literature, David Neumeyer writes
about the “quadratic syntax” in “The Contredanse, Classical Finales, and Caplin’s Formal Functions,” Music Theory
Online 12, no. 4 (2006).
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as the stronger—a pattern David Temperley calls “odd-strong.”9 The notable exception to the oddstrong pattern in this example is, of course, the “surprise” in bar 16 that seems to render the fourth
hypermetric beat significantly stronger than the third due to the sudden dynamic shift. This becomes
great fodder for discussion alongside the harmonic surprise of the passage, which can easily dovetail
into discourse surrounding various degrees of expectation a listener of this work may possess.
Haydn’s “surprise” notwithstanding, however, the music immediately establishes a repeated grouping
pattern at a hierarchical level higher than the individual measure, and students are able to see, hear,
and feel how melody and harmony combine to reinforce that pattern.
Next, one should ask students to mark the phrases on their scores. The result will likely be a plethora
of four- and eight-bar phrase arcs that contain nested two-bar melodic and harmonic units. If
students are completely unfamiliar with hypermeter, this is a good time to introduce the concept:
what it is, how to conduct it, and why it matters. Conducting quadruple hypermeter while listening
allows students to experience just how hypermeter works and how it seamlessly encapsulates both the
motives and the phrases. With a good grasp of the melody, harmony, and phrase structure, the class
will likely adapt easily to the task of expressing the four-bar hypermetric scheme.
Once students are conducting hypermeasures, one might approach the topic of relative strength of the
hypermetric beats. Not all hypermetric beats are created equal, and the comparative strength and
weakness of the various beats is critical to orienting oneself amid a hypermetrically ambiguous
situation. This musical example, with its predominantly two-bar harmonic rhythm, provides clear
reinforcement of the alternation of strong and weak hypermetric beats. It is quite easy to connect this
observation to the strong-weak alternations within a measure of music in common time, drawing a
significant relationship between metrical and hypermetrical organizations.
Establishing regular hypermetric patterns and developing students’ comfort with conducting them is
a crucial first step to integrating hypermetric studies into any music theory course. Now that students
understand not only what normative hypermeter is but also how it feels, they are primed to recognize,
analyze, and interpret passages exhibiting hypermetric irregularities.
9

David Temperley, “Hypermetrical Transitions,” Music Theory Spectrum 30, no. 2 (2008), 305.
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III. Playing with Phrases
A common hypermetric disturbance is the phrase overlap or elision. An especially conspicuous
overlap—one in which, for example, the terminal cadence of one phrase is overridden by the
undeniable announcement of a new phrase in what Lerdahl and Jackendoff would deem a “left
elision”—is a powerful tool for undergraduate teaching. 10 The more obvious the overlap, the easier it
will be for students to not only hear the hypermetric disturbance but also decide on an appropriate
reinterpretation. The finale to Haydn’s String Quartet no. 32 in C major (“The Bird”), Op. 33 no. 3
(Hob. III:39) illustrates such an event.
The movement is a straightforward rondo, with a C major opening theme juxtaposed against a second
theme in the relative minor. The hypermetric moment in question arises at the phrase boundary
between these two themes. In its first iteration, the C major thematic area concludes with two
quadruple hypermeasures, as shown in Example 2.11 The A minor theme begins on the subsequent
downbeat with an unmistakably distinct character: where the opening measures are plucky and
bouncing, this new theme swirls about in legato lines, dark and moody. Students have no trouble
distinguishing between the two themes and also recognizing that in moving from one to the other, the
hypermeter remains undisturbed. After a developmental passage and an extensive dominant
preparation in C major, the first theme returns at bar 72. The movement’s opening phrases set the
expectation for this recapitulation, and as the theme plows toward its conclusion, the likely
assumption is that it will complete its hypermeasure and usher in the second theme on the next
downbeat, just as it did in the opening. However, a phrase overlap at bar 93 swallows the expected
cadence, as seen in Example 3. Annotations on the score show how hypermetric beat 4 must be
reinterpreted as beat 1 at the moment of the overlap, setting off a chain of otherwise undisturbed
quadruple hypermeasures.

10

See Lerdahl and Jackendoff, A Generative Theory of Tonal Music (1983), 60–62 and 101–4.

11

The first theme itself is not entirely hypermetrically normative at the quadruple level. A two-bar expansion in bars 13–14
requires a reinterpretation to reset the hyperdownbeat. This can be approached in class as it is easy to both hear and see,
or alternatively, one could treat the entire piece on a duple level. This would render the expansion unobtrusive, but still
maintain the disturbance of the later phrase elision.
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Example 2. Haydn String Quartet in C major, Op. 33 no. 3 (Hob III:39)/iv,
bars 15–26. Hypermetric designations shown in blue.
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Example 3. Haydn String Quartet in C major, Op. 33 no. 3 (Hob. III:39)/iv,
bars 90–99. Hypermetric designations are shown in blue. The
reinterpretation initiated by the phrase overlap is indicated with an arrow.

1

3

2

4

4® 1

3

1

2

3

2

4

This excerpt is noteworthy for several reasons. First, the two themes are not only straightforward but
also undeniably distinct from one another—students are able to identify them aurally and visually
with relative ease. The recapitulation of the first theme is prepared for several bars, and the music
then ups the anticipatory ante even more with a grand pause. Thus, students have little trouble
reorienting themselves after the development, as the music gives them several hints as to the theme’s
return. But most importantly, the phrase overlap at bar 93 is unmistakable: because the second theme
is so distinct from the first, students easily identify its reemergence. If the class is conducting the
hypermeter along with the music, they then immediately feel that the second theme enters
prematurely. At this point I ask students to devise a solution for the “missing” measure, urging them
to seek out a conducting pattern that reflects their hypermetric reinterpretation. This particular
phrase overlap leaves little doubt: the plunge into C minor simultaneous with sforzandi in all voices
make it nearly impossible to render bar 93 as anything but a hyperdownbeat. After a brief discussion,
students are usually quick to agree on this new interpretation. Their decision is reinforced when we
conduct through the piece once more: not only does the hyperdownbeat at bar 93 feel correct, but the
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music confirms the new hypermetric schema with a series of quadruple hypermeasures, including an
emphatic hyperdownbeat at bar 97.
Another common hypermetric disturbance is the phrase expansion. 12 Expansions occur in many
guises and with wildly varying degrees of disturbance to the listener. The following example focuses
on guiding the class through the process of locating and reinterpreting the hypermeter surrounding a
potential expansion.
The finale of Haydn’s Piano Trio in E minor (Hob. XV:12) demonstrates a phrase expansion that
maintains a duple hypermeter but requires reinterpretation at the quadruple level. It poses a valuable
opportunity for class discussion, because unlike some phrase expansions in which the additional
measures are clearly prefixes or suffixes to an otherwise independent phrase, this particular passage
allows some interpretive leeway.
Example 4: Haydn Piano Trio in E minor (Hob. XV:12)/iii, bars 1–8.
Hypermetric designations are shown in blue.

1

1

12

2

2

3

3

4

4

William Rothstein classifies expansions in Phrase Rhythm in Tonal Music (1989) as either internal or external and, in
cases of external expansions, further delineates between prefixes and suffixes. All of these details are suitable for
classroom study, perhaps even inviting lessons devoted solely to the topic of expansion itself.
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One way to approach the piece in class might be to have students conduct a quadruple hypermeter
from the beginning of the movement. The opening eight bars, shown in Example 4, present a clear
sentential structure which falls easily into hypermetric groupings of four. As the music proceeds to the
second phrase, shown in Example 5, it initially seems as though the quadruple pattern will continue
undisturbed. However, upon reaching the opening theme’s return at bar 23, students realize that they
have been conducting the “wrong” beat: the theme begins on hypermetric beat 3 rather than a
hyperdownbeat. Likewise, the cadence eight bars later at bar 30 lands on hypermetric beat 2 rather
than 4. In short, everything is displaced by two bars.

Example 5. Haydn Piano Trio in E minor (Hob. XV:12)/iii, bars 9–30.
Hypermetric designations conforming to an undisturbed quadruple pattern
are shown in blue.

1

3

2

4

1

3

4

1

2

1

2

3

3

4

2

4

1

3

4

1

2

3

4
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1

2

2

3

3

4

4

1

1

2

This can initiate a bluster of classroom activity. It might be fruitful to have students conduct through
the passage again but in a simple duple pattern. This will result in the satisfaction of a hyperdownbeat
at bar 23 and a hypermetric upbeat at the end of the final phrase, reinforcing the notion that the
music is displaced from the quadruple pattern by precisely two bars. Armed with that information,
students are now likely ready to be set loose to decide on which two bars might be considered “extra.”
Example 6 now shows the passage beginning at bar 9 with varying hypermetric interpretations
superimposed on the score in different colors. The blue designations indicate normative
hypermeasures that students will generally agree upon nearly, if not entirely unanimously. The
smaller red and green annotations show two common solutions for the middle phrases. When
approaching this in class, I suggest that students hypothesize some hypermetric patterns and conduct
along as I play the recording several times. I urge them to decide first on what I call “non-negotiable
hyperdownbeats;” that is, bars that feel as though they must receive a hypermetric designation of beat

12
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1. This gives students a guidepost of sorts; the rest of the hypermeasures must fit around these
hyperdownbeats.13 For example, a non-negotiable hyperdownbeat students can likely agree upon
would be bar 23—the theme’s return is far too important to be anything other than hypermetric beat
1. Then, after several more hearings and some small group and class-wide discussion, we might end
up with an annotated score that looks similar to Example 6. The class then conducts through each
interpretation in turn, making note of which ones they prefer and why.
Example 6. Haydn Piano Trio in E minor (Hob. XV:12)/iii, bars 9–30.
Different hypermetric interpretations are shown in various colors. The first
four measures and the last eight measures are generally indisputable
normative hypermeasures and thus shown as a single designation in blue.

1

1
3

13

2

2
4

3

3
(3

1
1

4

4
4)

1
1

2
2

2
2

This is how I would initiate the blue annotations in class. After one or two exposures to the passage, students will
generally agree that, as the beginnings of thematic material, bars 9 and 23 must be hyperdownbeats. Because bars 23–
30 restate the first theme, the class is confident labeling this as two quadruple hypermeasures. Similarly, they feel that
bars 9–12 form a complete hypermeasure. This leaves the middle measures up for interpretative discussion.
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3
3

4

4
4

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

This passage, and in particular a meaningful discussion surrounding the two interpretations shown in
Example 6, encourages students to consider what is most important when deciding upon grouping.
Students who opt for the green annotations hear bars 15–18 as too similar to divide into separate
hypermeasures, while also hearing bars 13–14 as distinct and deserving of their own hypermeasure.
At this point it is worthwhile to ask everyone to group bars 9–14 as one large, six-beat
hypermeasure—after all, bars 13–14 are melodically more similar to bars 9–12 than bars 15–16.
Unsurprisingly, this is an unsatisfying interpretation; students point out that bars 9–12 rest entirely
on the dominant, while bars 13–14 move to tonic. Here, then, they discover that harmony can strongly
influence grouping.
Students preferring the red annotations will usually comment that although they do hear the material
beginning at bar 15 as melodically distinct, they also hear bars 17–18 as extraneous. However, those
two measures do not assert themselves as their own duple hypermeasure; instead, they seem more

14
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like a repetitive suffix.14 Hence the designation of hypermetric beats 3 and 4, repeated. Under this
interpretation, bar 17 does not warrant a hyperdownbeat. Rather, repeating the last two hypermetric
beats reflects bars 17–18’s melodic relationship to bars 15–16, while also making clear that these
measures are not an independent statement.
A final task for this passage might be to consider what would happen if we extracted the “extra” two
bars. This is done simply enough with notation software, or even by asking a willing trio of players to
prepare the various iterations. Surprisingly, even though both pairs of additional measures seem
relatively easy to extricate, the effect on the passage itself is quite striking. Once students have
expressed their displeasure (and oftentimes gotten a good laugh) at the new versions, I ask them to
consider why these reinterpretations didn’t work. Removing bars 13–14 (green annotations), as
shown in Example 7, usually proves to be the most unsettling. Students identify that removing those
two bars regresses the harmonic structure: it omits two bars of tonic and sends us instead straight
from dominant back to predominant. However, the removal of bars 17–18 (red annotations), shown in
Example 8, proves a bit more puzzling. Indeed, it seems at first glance that excising these repetitive
bars should have no true bearing on the music’s progress. Yet the resultant recomposition simply
seems to be lacking. The reason the recomposition seems to be lacking lies not in the recomposed
bars, but in the bars that follow. Arguably the most scintillating moment of the passage, bars 19–22
introduce a minor tonic triad whose bass G-natural slides into the root of a secondary dominant
before coming to rest on a V7. These four bars stand as their own hypermeasure, but nonetheless
influence the preceding hypermeasure as well. Our discussion often turns here to anticipation and
expectation. The E minor triad at bar 19 is an unexpected harmony, and at first it may seem as though
it occurs completely unprovoked. Yet students are often left feeling underwhelmed by the moment in
our recomposed version. This leads us to consider an alternative role for bars 17–18, whose absence
has such a profound effect on the passage: perhaps those two “added” bars, with their striking
similarity to the bars directly before, are there to build the desire for new material. By ever so slightly
stalling the harmonic progress, the music subtly primes us for new material—material that, when
introduced, is even more compelling in its chromaticism.
14

Rothstein (1989) might term this an “echo repetition,” as bars 17–18 are a near-exact replication of bars 15–16.
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Example 7. Haydn Piano Trio in E minor (Hob. XV:12)/iii, original bars 9–
30 with bars 13–14 removed.
new
m. 13

15

16
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Example 8. Haydn Piano Trio in E minor (Hob. XV:12)/iii, original bars 9–
30 with bars 17–18 removed.

new
m. 17
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The dialogue can then be extended to performance practice. Asking students how they might perform
the two interpretations (green and red) invites them to implement their analyses in a new way. What
would a hypermetrically sensitive performance sound like? How would a rendition of the red
annotations differ from one of the green annotations? Is there a such thing as a hypermetrically
neutral performance and if so, how would it sound? Comparing select recordings of the work would
encourage close and careful listening. Small ensemble demonstrations from students themselves
would also give them the opportunity to experiment with hypermeter from their role as performer.
Those students might perform the original score as well as the recomposed passage with a keen focus
on how the phrase expansion feels, compared to recomposed “normative” passage. Alternatively,
students could explore the different interpretive nuances of the red and green annotations, working as
an ensemble to consider the strengths and weaknesses of each, and how they can reflect each
interpretation in their playing.
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This finale is a compelling example of the value of hypermeter in the classroom. Sandwiched between
obvious quadruple hypermeasures is a single passage that allows students to explore, hypothesize,
and ultimately think critically about how they listen. The recomposition exercise opens the door for
discussion beyond what is immediately obvious on the score; performance practice options allow
students to tap into the practical applications of hypermeter itself.
IV. An Advanced Hypermetric Puzzle
Example 9 shows the minuet of Haydn’s String Quartet no. 62 in C major (“Emperor”), Op. 76 no. 3
(Hob. III:77).15 A quadruple hypermeter beginning on the first downbeat is indicated in blue. When
introducing this piece to class, I ask students to conduct this way during their first hearing. Indeed,
this is counterintuitive to how I normally approach a piece. Whereas my standard pedagogical
practice is to allow students to discover and explore relatively unencumbered by my bias, at least to
start, in this instance I jump straight into a directive. This is not because I believe that beginning on
the first downbeat with a hypermetric beat 1 is correct; quite the opposite, it is because I want
students to feel just how uncomfortable it is to force a quadruple hypermetric grid onto this excerpt.
And in fact, students quickly find that although conducting an undisturbed quadruple hypermeter
mathematically fits—that is, at twenty bars in length the theme perfectly accommodates five full
hypermeasures—several aspects of the music clash against this framework. Most notably, the opening
bars seem to fight mightily against the consistent quadruple pattern.
With this initial and purposefully unsatisfying first hearing out of the way, I set the class on the path
to solving this hypermetric riddle. As with the piano trio, I play the passage several times and ask
students to first mark down their non-negotiable hyperdownbeats. Yet unlike with the piano trio, the
minuet fails to offer a definitive first phrase. Most students instead find themselves floundering
during the opening only to find solid footing in later measures. Often, bar 13 emerges as the first firm
hyperdownbeat that students agree upon. Because it is preceded by a firm cadence and also
15

Ryan McClelland details the hypermetric quandary posed by this movement in “Extended Upbeats in the Classical
Minuet: Interactions with Hypermeter and Phrase Structure,” Music Theory Spectrum 28(1), Spring 2006, 43–45.
While McClelland discusses the opening phrases as well as the thematic return, I limit my discourse to the movement’s
opening, which poses adequate difficulty for an undergraduate class.
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introduces new melodic and rhythmic material, the measure becomes a unanimous candidate for
hypermetric beat 1. Furthermore, the dominant harmony that underscores bars 13–16 reinforces their
cohesiveness as a single hypermeasure. Soon thereafter, bar 17 earns its hyperdownbeat designation
from the class—the textural inversion using melodic material drawn from bar 13, coupled with the
cadence at bar 20, make bars 17–20 another clear group of four. Now that the students feel
comfortable with the last eight bars of the theme, it’s time to tackle the first twelve.
Example 9. Haydn String Quartet in C Major, Op. 76 no. 3 (Hob. III:77)/iii,
bars 1–20. Hypermetric designations are shown in blue.
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It can be effective to have students consult with their peers at this stage. Several minutes of
exploration both individually and in small groups usually leads to animated discussions as students
assert, demonstrate, defend, and often ultimately question their own interpretations. Soon they are
eager to not only reveal their own solutions, but also hear what the rest of the class has to offer.
Culling interpretations from the class and annotating them on a master score usually leads to
something similar to Example 10. As with the piano trio example, I then have students to conduct
each interpretation along to a recording. [Salamone Example 10 here]

Example 10. Haydn String Quartet in C Major, Op. 76 no. 3 (Hob.
III:77)/iii, bars 1–12. Hypermetric interpretations are shown in various
colors between the staves.
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Some students will automatically interpret bar 1 as a hypermetric anacrusis (green and purple
annotations). And although this is perhaps the most universally accepted interpretation, it still
warrants further exploration. Pressing students to reveal what, precisely, makes bar 2 a better
hyperdownbeat than bar 1 brings texture and harmony to the forefront. The movement begins with a
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solo violin; bar 2 emphatically introduces the rest of the quartet, making that downbeat feel like the
true “beginning” for many students. Additionally, bar 2 presents a fully-voiced C major triad, giving
listeners strong evidence for the tonic key. Such a crucial harmonic event further elevates bar 2’s
importance; as a result, bar 1 becomes comparatively less important, and is therefore rendered
hypermetric beat 4.
Moving now to focus on the green annotations, students lean even more heavily on harmonic
structure in their interpretation. After the hypermetric anacrusis, bar 2 initiates a four-measure
harmonic progression of I–ii6–V6–I. This complete traversal of the T–P–D–T paradigm suggests that
those four bars ought to be contained in a single hypermeasure, with the tonic announcement at bar 2
designated a hyperdownbeat. Beginning at bar 6, the analytical focus shifts slightly to melody: bars 6
and 9 are melodically related, and their contour of a downward step over the bar line followed by
three measures of ascending quarter notes has come to signal the start of a melodic idea. 16 Thus, bars
6 and 9 receive hyperdownbeats, forcing a triple hypermeasure in bars 6–8, followed by a quadruple
hypermeasure.
Although both the green and purple annotations show a hypermetric anacrusis at bar 1, the
interpretive similarities end there. Whereas the green annotations reveal an interpretation that moves
seamlessly from a focus on harmony and texture (first hypermeasure) to one of melody (second and
third hypermeasures), purple annotations reveal an unflinching loyalty to the decision to make not
only bar 1 but all subsequent presentations of its melodic content an unaccented hypermetric beat.
These students often cite the arrival on tonic at bar 5 as important enough to garner a hyperdownbeat,
despite having experienced several instances in class of cadences occurring on the final beat of a
hypermeasure. This reading sets off a chain of triple hypermeasures; the fact that each one treats the
melodic motives found in bars 6 and 9 as unaccented second beats offers confirmation in the form of
consistency. To accommodate the necessary hyperdownbeat at bar 13, then, this group of students
must have a duple hypermeasure to end the passage.
16

This melodic idea first appears in bar 1, but at that point has not accrued the hyperdownbeat designation. Nonetheless
listeners recognize and internalize its role as “beginning.” Followers of the green annotation in Example 8 exhibit a fluid
interpretive hierarchy. That is, harmony and texture determine the first hyperdownbeat, whereas melody has a stronger
influence on the second and third hyperdownbeats.
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This particular interpretation, while quite innovative, invites great discussion. Is a triple hypermeter
appropriate here? What becomes of bar 1? Is it a hypermetric beat 3, or beat 4? Can it be a beat 4 with
no other quadruple hypermeasures yet to speak of? Interestingly, the hyperdownbeat at bar 11 often
comes off as the most universally accepted behind bar 2, with the agogic accent in all four voices
lending it significant weight. After a few passes at conducting along with a recording, students
preferring other interpretations may report that while they can understand the reasoning behind this
one, it still doesn’t feel quite right.
As it has hopefully become clear from comparing these first two interpretations, a hypermeter
exercise like this one often highlights what a student deems most critical to their listening and
analytical experience. Looking now at the red annotations, this interpretation suggests a strict
adherence to the melody; that is, melody seems to be the sole determining factor in such a reading.
These students treat the related melodic material of bars 1, 6, and 9 as hyperdownbeats, even if that
means introducing a highly unusual hypermeasure of five. Any potential discord between hypermeter
and other musical features—perhaps most notably, harmony—pales in comparison to the importance
of maintaining consistent melodic treatment. And once more, after dissenting students conduct
through the passage a few times they may report that while they don’t prefer it, they can understand
how one might.
As with previous examples, an extension of the classroom discourse for this minuet might be to offer
in-class performance opportunities. Would bar 1 sound different in a performance of the red
interpretation (hyperdownbeat) versus the green or purple annotations (hypermetric anacruses)?
How might you distinguish in performance between the consistent triple hypermeter of the purple
annotations versus the more varied hypermeters of the red and green annotations?
Finally, the fact that this is a minuet movement cannot go unmentioned. Composed of strictly counted
step cycles, the minuet dance relied heavily on minuet music to reinforce the regular periodicity of the
choreographed movements. Minuet music that ran awry of this regularity had the potential to wreak
havoc on the dancers. In the case of salon music such as Haydn’s “Emperor” Quartet, hypermetric
manipulations still carry implications for the keen listener, even in the absence of dancing itself.
Gretchen Wheelock notes that Haydn’s play with meter, hypermeter, and phrase would not have gone
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unnoticed by his contemporaries, who would have been familiar with the dance and its conventions.17
Ryan McClelland cites the opening of the “Emperor” as an instance of both a gestural and a
hypermetric upbeat; Jennifer Salamone details the struggles a minuet dancer might encounter upon
first hearing and attempting to dance along with the music.18 Although a crash-course in minuet
dancing is not required to fully appreciate the hypermetric befuddlement of this movement’s opening,
it surely might be well worth the effort. To more fully embody the music as a minuet dancer might
could provide students a completely new relationship with the piece. I have found this exercise to be
great fun for students and instructors alike.
With any of the three interpretations I have highlighted here, students are usually able to understand
their peers’ analysis and sometimes even come to prefer it over their own. My experience has been
that students enjoy the multiplicity of these puzzles. Rather than setting out to find the one correct
solution, they explore several avenues in search of the one that feels the best—that is, until another
interpretation seems even better. These classes are constantly evolving, and because I insist that
students back up their claims with musical data, I find the class diving deeply into the excerpts to
ascertain precisely why one particular reading rings most true for them in that moment.
V. Closing Thoughts
Introducing undergraduate students to hypermeter is about much more than adding yet another topic
to curricula that often feel unwieldy in their breadth. Hypermeter cannot exist in a bubble; it is
inextricably linked to harmony, melody, phrase structure, and even surface-level elements like
dynamics and accent patterns. However, this does not suggest the topic is too complex for
undergraduate students; on the contrary, hypermeter in its most normative presentation reinforces
those very topics like harmonic structure, cadence, and phrase forms that most undergraduates are
trying to master in their first few years of study. And in its deviations from the norm, hypermeter
17

Gretchen Wheelock, Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting with Art, 1992.

18

Ryan McClelland, “Extended Upbeats in the Classical Minuet: Interactions with Hypermeter and Phrase Structure,”
2006 and Jennifer Salamone, “Misbehaving Minuets: A Preliminary Theory of Humor and Dance Form in Haydn’s Opp.
76 and 77,” 2017. See also Eric McKee, “Extended Anacruses in Mozart’s Instrumental Music,” 2004.
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often informs moments in the music that students already recognize as special, but perhaps cannot
articulate why.
The examples I presented here require an active classroom that emphasizes engaged listening,
frequent conducting, and small- and large-group discussion. The selections from Haydn’s repertoire
offer digestible themes and a clear harmonic language appropriate for undergraduates; the
hypermetric disturbances invite deep analysis and detailed discourse. The thoughtful engagement
that accompanies these hypermetric interpretations makes the topic a valuable addition to music
theory instruction and students’ development as both musicians and analysts.
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